2015 honda pilot trailer wiring

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Tekonsha replacement trailer wiring harnesses are designed for vehicles originally
equipped with a factory installed tow package - perfect for replacing damaged or missing
factory harnesses. Includes vehicle specific connectors and 16 gauge bonded wire with a 7-way
connector. To reduce the strain on your vehicle's existing electrical system, this kit includes a
circuit protected, powered ModuLite module that takes power directly from the battery to power
the trailer's lighting system. Depending on the vehicle, the module either receives its power
from a single, simple to add, wire that connects to the positive battery terminal or draws power
from the vehicle's trailer wiring port. The ModuLite module also ensures that the tow vehicle's
electrical system is compatible with the trailer's wiring, as well as safeguarding the tow
vehicle's electrical system from harmful short circuits and overload situations. Instructions
included. Backed by Tekonsha's 1 Year Limited Warranty. From it's humble origins as a
manufacturer of RV stairs and steps in , Tekonsha has evolved to become a trusted name in
towing safety. The core product line consists of brake controllers, electrical wiring and trailer
brakes. The Tekonsha line has long been trusted by professional towers and weekend warriors
for worry-free travel. Skip to main content. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Hook It Up Service. Sold by. Brand: Tekonsha. Details This item is sold by a
third-party seller. The discount is provided by Amazon. This is a limited time discount. Discount
does not apply to digital content. Discount good while supplies last or until withdrawn by
Amazon. Shipping charges and taxes may apply to pre-discounted prices. Amazon reserves the
right to modify or cancel the discount at any time. If any of the products or content related to
this discount are returned, your refund will equal the amount you paid for the product or
content, subject to applicable refund policies. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by Hook It Up Service. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Hopkins 4 Wire Flat Adapter. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. First of all, this is a
harness, and as all mechanical pieces, it will either work or not. As many pointed out, the
instructions are lacking and will be next to useless. Turn to youtube and watch the install video
- especially on getting access to the Pilot's compartments and underneath the car. If you take
your time to see the video and think well and review your installation steps, installation will take
only a few minutes. I spent probably a couple of hours surfing the web to understand how to
un-clip the harness connector under the car, close to the exhaust but that led to a smooth, clean
and effortless installation. Check the video link! As far as the harness, like i said, it is a harness
- the connectors and cables going into the plugs don't wobble, construction looks solid and
plugging into the receiving ends of the pilot was effortless - if you can connect a fuse and a
relay in your car and plug two connector ends, then this is all the skill you need. You will need
to cut it yourself, either with a knife, a rotary tool or any other of your choice - craftsmanship in
this step will make a difference in how your connector will look. I cut mine with a precision knife
to make a good round hole to insert the 7 pin receiver and got 4 stainless steel screws and
nylon nuts from the hardware store. Stainless steel so they won't rust and nylon nuts so they
won't loosen. Much more elegant than using tread Loctite in my personal opinion. I did NOT
purchase the steel "L" shaped bracket many suggest - I wanted to use the hole next to the hitch
that's meant for it. If you do it right, you won't need further support. If you get sloppy cutting the
hole to install the 7 pin then you will absolutely need to re-inforce it. Again - patience and
craftsmanship in cutting your connector for a professional result is key. After installing
everything - end to end took me about 20 minutes, including cutting the hole, it looks as if it was
factory installed and did not have any issues hauling my trailer on a 12 hour road trip, wind and
rain tested. Original Honda part goes for anywhere between dollars, plus installation fees. This
is a great kit, let me start there. But I do have warnings for those of you who may have to put
this on and tow immediately. Everything plugs up perfectly and with YouTube videos it's quite

easy. Many people complain about missing relays. No biggie if you only get 1 because you can
get them at any Auto parts store for a few bucks. Mine luckily came with an extra one. Also note,
there is NO Mounting hardware included. This is a great little kit but you will definitely need
mounting hardware for the 7 pin plug. And open your package to check that you have all of the
fuses and relays. For a clean and easy install you'll need a 2 inch hole saw. Then just a drill bit
to match the hardware you purchased to mount the plug. This loses a start based on the lack of
mounting hardware. Everything else was make so well and they couldn't provide a few screws.
Images in this review. Like several other reviewers I received a package with only one of the two
required relays. Package was sealed, unopened. I discovered the missing relay while reading
through the installation instructions. Amazon is replacing the product but my plans for using
the trailer over the weekend are shot while I wait for the replacement. UPDATE: Amazon did
their usual excellent job of shipping a replacement for the package with the missing relay,
however the replacement package was missing a relay as well! I had to take the relays from
both packages to complete the job. You might want to consider ordering two and sending one
back to make sure you get both relays. By MrFixIt on November 28, Item worked perfectly on my
Honda Pilot. Took roughly 20 to 30 minutes to install cleanly but you could slap it all together in
5 minutes in a pinch situation. Watch a YouTube video on it if you really want to make it
effortless. I work for a Honda dealership and even with a discount the factory harness is almost
twice as much as this one. Time will tell but quality seems to be solid so I don't expect any
longevity issues. Highly recommend. I bought this kit for my Honda Pilot. The kit comes with
everything you need. This was an easy install. There are a few YouTube videos of people
installing this step by step, which makes it even easier. I highly recommend using these to help
you along. The only issue is I did have some trouble with installing the 7-pin connector to the
bumper. The shape of the connector doesn't really match the spot on the bumper where the
factory version would go, so it is difficult to cut out the right portion of the bumper to make it fit.
I probably didn't have the right tools for this part of the job. A box-knife didn't make the cleanest
cuts but it got the job done. I would say I have below average handyman skills, but this still only
took under an hour to install. I definetly saved time and money by doing it myself. I knew I
would need this anyway and it allowed me to test the lights as soon as I finished the job. I didn't
need the seperate mounting bracket that other reviews recommend. Kit took about 45 mins to
install. I used a hole cutter on the plastic next to the tow hitch and used 4 metal screws to hold
the connector. The hardest part was removing the cover from the harness underneath the car.
There is a tab that you can't see, that holds the connector to the under body. I cut the plastic
holding the connector on and re-attached using the zip ties included in the kit. My only
complaint is that the harness to the connector is way too long, and there isn't really anything to
zip tie it to. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English.
Report abuse. Report abuse Translate review to English. Fit perfectly with Honda Pilot EX
Installation is fairly easy. Don't forget to also buy dielectric grease for the outside of the car
connections. The difficulty part is cutting a hole in Fit for my Honda Pilot. Install is easy. The
difficulty part is cutting a hole in the real bumper panel. Perfect fit. Quality part. Cheaper than
dealership. Quick Ship. No problem to install. Works perfect. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: 4 wire trailer wiring , auto wiring , trailers light , trailer harness , trailer
wire harness , trailer wiring connector. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Discount Provided by
Amazon. Trends Auto. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Thank you. At AutoPartsWay. We want to
make sure that you never have to pay retail prices for your quality auto parts again. We go out
of our way to provide a comprehensive list of replacement discount auto parts for most car and
truck models that are available today. Additionally, we have a complete line of automotive
accessories and performance parts available at all times. This is all possible thanks to the
relationships that we've established with our suppliers over the years and our large warehouse
network consisting of 48 warehouses throughout the USA. We can also offer OEM original
equipment manufacturer parts, identical to what you could get through a dealer, at a fraction of
the cost. Most of the replacement parts we sell are from OEM Original Equipment Manufacturers
, meaning that the item is the same part you would purchase from your local car dealer but it

will come in the parts manufacturers box. For example, a Bosch starter or alternator is exactly
the same as the Mercedes or BMW starter or alternator but when you buy it from the dealer it
comes in a Mercedes or BMW box. When you buy from us it comes in the Bosch box. We are
happy to announce that we are participating in the eBay Global Shipping Program. We can ship
just about anywhere in the world! You may contact us by phone to organize shipment if you are
unable to do so via eBay. Shipping Service: Please refer the shipping section. About the Part.
Home of the Horse Trailer Blue Book. Toggle navigation Horse Trailer World. You are logged in
as a guest. Logon or register an account to access more features. I have a It's empty weight is
lbs and my horse weighs , so total towing weight will be about with horse and tack etc. I am
looking into purchasing a Honda pilot. The tow capacity is lbs. Originally written by Sheryl on
PM Can you even load a None of the ones I see on the road. View previous thread :: View next
thread. Hauling with Honda pilot Jump to page : 1 Now viewing page 1 [25 messages per page].
Last activity AM 11 replies, views View previous thread :: View next thread. Message format Flat
Threaded Nested. Wishlucktb Reg. May New User Posts: 1 Location: Gainesville, va. Hi
everyone,I need some advice. Oct I personally would look for another truck. The only people I
know that use the Honda truck to tow are taking their boats to the lake, etc. What if a friend
wants to tag along? You won't have enough wiggle room in your calculation. Horses are top
heavy live weight, a good kicking fit can make a small trailer surge and sway. You do not want
the tail wagging the dog! PaulChristenson Reg. Jan Expert Posts: Location: Vermont. I wouldn't
take that combination on any of the Interstates in VA Aug Expert Posts: Location: western PA. A
Smart Car could probably tow something. There are many vehicles that tow well and create a
safe environment while doing so. Towing large animals behind the Honda would not be my first
choice. The tail wagging the animal is a distinct possibility. Sep The wheel base on the Pilot
would not make it all that stable, but that is just my opinion. Jul Veteran Posts: I personally
wouldn't go with this combination. It has been stated many times on this forum it is not what
you can tow, it is what you can stop. I have throughbreds of that size and I wouldn't dream of
putting them in that situation. Bottom line is that the Pilot has a 4 pin electrical connector. A
four pin connector will operate the trailer external lights; tail lights, Running lights, brake lights,
and turn signals. Travel trailers also require wiring to operate the electric brakes and to charge
the "House" battery. That involves a 7 pin connector. Therefore a 7 pin connector is standard
for travel trailers and will not plug in to your Pilot. Honda does not offer a 7 pin connector. Or
any type of wiring for the electric brake controller that mounts under your dash. That type of
wiring would need to be done by a trailer or hitch dealer. Be careful! That would dictate a
maximum loaded trailer weight of pounds. It is real easy to add several hundred pounds to a
travel trailer without realizing it. Even at you are over the suggested "Safe rate"! Many TT
published weights are for the basic trailer and do not include options such as AC, Awnings,
Stabilizer jacks, antennas, spare tire, and such. So be absolutely sure of your "as equipped"
weight plus things you add, such as water, dishes, electric heaters, and such. Other Problems!
Even when loaded properly, upright hard sided trailers will find any excuse in the world to
"SWAY". Cross winds and 18 wheelers being the major causes. A sway can get out of control
and result in an accident. To deal with the weight and sway there are Weight Distributing
Hitches and sway controls available. Good news? Not with Honda! For the Pilot and the
Ridgeline, They say, "We do not recommend the use of Weight distributing hitches". Yet they
say to check with your trailer sales agency for proper equipment. The problems could be that
the Pilot is basically a Front wheel drive. Pathfinder and 4Runners, which are rear wheel drive,
offer the stuff necessary to tow. Sheryl Reg. Veteran Posts: Location: Tennessee. Can you even
load a Jun Elite Veteran Posts: Location: missouri. Kellyf Reg. That set up didn't last long.
Everything was an issue: big hills, wind, horse moving, etc. Much more stable and safer to
drive! The engine, suspension, etc are NOT heavy duty enough to be pulling a AZgrulla Reg.
Veteran Posts: Location: AZ. Jump to page : 1 Now viewing page 1 [25 messages per page].
Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,

depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted.
Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its
lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be
found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the
top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount
is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've
got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to
me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Install a
trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. U-Haul is North
America's 1 hitch installer. With over 1, install locations, we can guarantee you'll find a location
near you. Tell us your vehicle year, make and model and we will show you available trailer
hitches and related towing components. We also have an extensive selection of ball mounts,
hitch balls, wiring, trailer accessories and other towing components to help you get on the road
and towing. Whether you're hauling trailers, bikes, boats, cargo carriers, or another vehicle,
U-Haul will make sure you get the right towing set up for your vehicle and cargo. U-Haul Has it
all. A wiring service plan is also available. This covers repair and replacement of any damage to
your wiring setup for up to two years. Find the perfect solution to suit your bicycle-hauling
needs at U-Haul. We stock a wide selection of bike rack brands, fits, and styles to help you take
your bike anywhere you want easily and safely. Our selection includes bike racks that you can
mount on your car roof, trunk, hitch, spare tire, truck tailgate pad, or RV bumper. Whether
you're shopping for a starter rack or a premium model, we have a bike carrier to fit your needs.
Shop bike racks. Maximize the cargo space of your car, SUV, or truck with a cargo carrier. It's
an easy and inexpensive way to add much-needed cargo space before heading out on a road
trip. Use a roof- or hitch-mounted cargo carrier and available accessories to pack up excess
luggage, camping gear and other cargo types. Shop cargo carriers. Get the right towing
accessories to make your vehicle capable of heavy-duty towing. We carry the best accessories
to help you accomplish the tough jobs. U-Haul sells weight distribution kits, fifth wheels, hitch
steps, front mount accessories and other towing accessories. Shop all accessories. If you
already have a tow hitch installed, you can begin to customize your tow setup. Whatever your
towing needs are, we have you covered. Available in many rises and drops to ensure you can
connect the car or truck hitch to trailers and other accessories. Keep your trailer, hitch
accessories or ball mount safe while unattended with the proper lock. Available in many sizes
for a variety of use cases. Use dual or tri hitch balls for more options. If you plan on towing a
trailer, you're legally required to have trailer wiring installed. These will ensure the trailer lights
work with the vehicle lights. Vehicle Hitches. Please consider the condition of your Tow Vehicle.
The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to tow a
trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle. Towing
a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition. Have
questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today!
We are always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very important
to us! Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey should take
you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your
order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some products will
be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer
Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing
capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top

Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system
rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your
hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball
rating Your can find your
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hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The
rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that
goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install
at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Bike Racks
Find the perfect solution to suit your bicycle-hauling needs at U-Haul. Towing Accessories Get
the right towing accessories to make your vehicle capable of heavy-duty towing. Ball Mount
Available in many rises and drops to ensure you can connect the car or truck hitch to trailers
and other accessories. Towing Security Keep your trailer, hitch accessories or ball mount safe
while unattended with the proper lock. Hitch Ball Available in many sizes for a variety of use
cases. Wiring Harness If you plan on towing a trailer, you're legally required to have trailer
wiring installed. Account Sign In. Rate Experience.

